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Gallai-type Results for Multiple Boxes and Forests 
J. LEHEL 
Gallai-type statements considered here have the next general form: ifF is a finite family of subsets 
of some underlying space such that every k members (k ;;. 2) have a common point then there exist 
t points meeting every member of F. 
Concerning the interplay of the parameters k and t, we obtain results for two generalizations of 
multiple interval structures: ford-dimensional multiple boxes and for subforests of an underlying 
tree. In case of families composed by the unions of c d-dimensional boxes, we prove that the 
minimum value oft is finite for fixed c, dand k, iff k ;;. min {c, d} + l. Incase of families composed 
by c-component subforests of a tree, we prove that the minimum value oft is equal to c and t = c 
is attainable for k = c + l. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the many possibilities to extend Helly's well-known theorem consists in replacing 
convex sets by unions of convex sets and looking for statements like: 'if any k of them have 
a common point then there exist t points meeting them'. Concerning the interplay of the 
parameters k and t, one may ask for the smallest t when k ;;;. 2 is fixed, or for the smallest 
k which makes finite the values attainable by t. 
Following the terminology introduced in [2], we call these questions Gallai-type problems. 
In a paper with A. Gyarfas we investigated a wider class of such problems proposed by 
T. Gallai for families of interval unions of the real line. The same question was also 
proposed for the larger families of forests of some underlying tree [5]. It has been observed 
that several results on interval c-tuples, called also multiple intervals in [11], remain true for 
c'-tuples of trees and we have had the strong feeling that 'every' Gallai-type result on 
c-intervals should be true for c-component forests of a tree. This claim was supported since 
then by further research (c.f. [4], [6]), however, a basic question in [5] concerning the 
Gallai-number of c-component forests has remained open as a conjecture (see also in [1], 
p. 426). 
This conjecture is answered here by showing if a family of c-component subforests of a 
tree is such that every c + 1 of them have a common point then there are c points meeting 
every member of the family. 
A second generalization of multiple intervals is the notion of multiple boxes proposed in 
[7]. A d-dimensional box is a closed parallelopiped whose faces are parallel to the coordinate 
axes of the Euclidean space !Rd, and a set of!Rd is called ad-dimensional c-box if it is the union 
of c (or less) d-dimensional boxes. Our main result concerning multiple boxes is the 
following Gallai-type theorem. 
Foreveryintegerc,dandk;;;. min{c, d} + 1, thereexistsaconstantt(dependingonly 
on k, c and d) with the property: if Fis any family of d-dimensional c-boxes such that every 
k members have a common point then there are t points meeting every member of F. 
This statement is proved in section 2 by slightly generalizing the proof of an analogous 
result for c-component forests of a tree (in [6]). Just as in the case of forests, we obtain a 
more general Gallai-type theorem (Theorem 2.2) immediately implying our result for 
multiple boxes (Theorem 2.3). 
In section 3 we make simple observations on subtree families of an underlying tree, all 
of which follow immediately by the linear ordering of the points when we restrict ourselves 
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to interval families of the line. In particular, we review elementary facts related to the 
(one-dimensional) Helly-property saying if every pair of subtrees have a common point 
then their intersection is non-empty. Section 3 contains also the proof of our result on 
c-component forests (Theorem 3.3). For convenience, finite connected graphs with no 
cycles and their vertex sets are equally called trees. Thus A is a subtree of a tree T means 
that A c T and the point set A induces a connected subgraph ofT. Especially, a family of 
intervals of the real line can be viewed in Gallai-type problems as a family of subpaths of 
a path defined by the endpoints in the line. 
Finally we formulate the question whether Gallai-type problems on c-component forests 
of a tree can be reduced to the case when the underlying tree is a path. The intersection 
graph of these latter structures, so called multiple interval graphs, and their applications are 
investigated in [11], for further questions and results see [7]. 
2. A GALLAI-TYPE THEOREM FOR MULTIPLE STRUCTURES 
A structure Y of some Euclidean space is a family of subsets of the underlying space 
defined by given properties. The intersection graph of a structure Y is a graph G(Y) whose 
vertices correspond to the subsets of Y and the edges correspond to intersecting members 
of !fl. For technical reasons we allow that structures and their subfamilies contain repeated 
elements. Of course, repeated members are represented by distinct vertices in the inter-
section graph which are equivalent vertices of the graph. 
Two elements F1, F2 E Y will be called distinct if they differ as subsets. We say that !F 
is a subfamily of !7, and we write !F c Y, if the set of distinct elements of !F is a subset 
of !fl. We say that Y is a Helly-structure if for every finite !F c Y containing pairwise inter-
secting members, there is a point meeting every member of !F. Thus every clique (complete 
graph with finite number of vertices) of the intersection graph of a Helly-structure defines 
a point meeting every member of the structure represented by the vertex set of the clique. 
Let Y be a structure and H be a graph such that G(Y) contains no induced subgraph 
isomorphic to H. Then we say that Y is a H-free structure. Note that if Y is a H-free 
structure, !F c Y and H contains no equivalent vertices (i.e., adjacent vertices with the 
same set of neighbors), then !F is also H-free. 
For any integer c ~ 1 we define the multiple structure yrcl as the family containing all 
subsets of the underlying space which are the union of at most c subsets of !fl. Clearly, if 
Y is a H-free Helly-structure then the multiple structure yrcl has not necessarily the same 
properties. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The set :!4 of d-dimensional boxes of IRd and any subfamily of :!4 are 
gt+ 1-free Helly-structures (as observed first by F. S. Roberts in [10]), where Qd denotes the 
d-dimensional octahedron graph defined as the complement of d disjoint edges (see Fig. 1). 
Observe that Qd contains no equivalent vertices. Thus, if Yis {t-free, Y' c Y is also Qd-free. 
FIGURE I. 
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In case of d = I, fJB becomes the structure of intervals which is a CP-free Helly-structure 
for every p ~ 4, where CP stands for the cycle of length p. 
The members of the multiple structure fJB<cl are called multiple boxes or c-boxes in [7], and 
multiple intervals ford = I (see [11]). In case of c ~ 2, !Jl<cl is clearly not a Helly-structure 
and its intersection graph may contain octahedron graphs of any dimension. 
It is proved in [5] a Gallai-type theorem for multiple intervals which has been extended 
later in [6] to any multiple structure g*l, where !/ is a C4-free Helly-structure. Here 
we generalize further this result by proving the next theorem concerning Qd+ 1 -free Helly-
structures. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let c, d and k ~ min { c, d} + I be positive integers and [I' be a Qd+ 1-free 
Belly-structure. Then there exists a constant t so that, if every k member of a finite subfamily 
IF c y<cl have a non-empty intersection, then there are t points meeting every member of !F. 
The proof follows the same line as the proof given in [6] for the special case d = l. We 
use further notions from graph and hypergraph theory (cf. [1]). 
The independence or stability number of a graph G is the maximum order a(G) of an 
induced subgraph of G containing no edges. The c-coloring of G is defined as an edge 
decomposition E(G) = E1 u ... u Ec; the edges belonging toE; are referred as edges of 
color i (edges can have more than one color by definition). 
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the following result due to A. Gyarfas. 
CLIQUE-COVER THEOREM ([4]). If c and dare positive integers then there exists a function 
f(x; c, d), not decreasing in x, such that for every finite graph G c-colored without mono-
chromatic octahedron graph Qd+ 1, the vertex set of G can be covered with the vertices of 
f(a(G); c, d) monochromatic cliques. 
The second tool in the proof is a density theorem of P. Erdos which is formulated here 
in terms of equipartite hypergraphs. An equipartite hypergraph consists of a vertex set 
partitioned into k n-element sets, V = v; u ... u ~ (1~1 = n and ~ n Jj = 0, 
for every I :::; i < j :::; k) and an edge set of k-element subsets of V meeting every ~. 
I :::; i :::; k. The hypergraph defined by the maximal cliques of an octahedron graph Qk is 
obviously an equipartite hypergraph on 2k vertices, it will be called (k-dimensional) 
octahedron hypergraph. Observe that a complete equipartite hypergraph has nk edges. 
DENSITY THEOREM ([3, p. 63]). For all integer k and e > 0 there exists an integer n so 
that, any equipartite hypergraph with k · n vertices and with more thane· nk edges contains 
an octahedron hypergraph. 
PRooF OF THEOREM 2.2. It can be assumed that any member of IF = { F1 , ••• , Fm} 
is written as the union of just c not necessarily distinct members of a family!/' = { S1, ••• , 
Sq} c !/. Thus for every I :::; i :::; m, 
F; = Sil u ... u S;c (I :::; i 1 < ... < ic :::; q), where Sij E [/'' 
is called the j-th component ofF;. 
Assume that {l, 2, ... , m} is the vertex set of G(/F), the intersection graph of !F. 
Obviously, G(/F) is a clique by k ~ 2. Denote by Gi, I :::; j :::; c, the intersection graphs 
of the j-th components defined on the same vertex set {l, ... , m}. Since !/' c !/ is 
Qd+ 1-free, these graphs contain no Qd+ 1 as induced subgraphs. Now consider the c-colored 
graph G = G1 u ... u Gc c G(/F) the edge set of which is the union of edge sets of all 
Gi, I :::; j :::; c. We shall prove that the stability number of G is bounded by some constant 
a depending only on c, d and k. 
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Supposing that a(G) :::::; a holds, it follows by the Clique-cover theorem that the vertex 
set of G, and thus the vertex set of G (ff), can be covered by t = f(a; c, d) monochromatic 
cliques. Since !fl is a Helly-structure, this clique cover defines t points meeting every member 
of ff. 
Denote by G the complement of G and suppose that the set { 1, ... , r} spans a clique 
of G. The corresponding sets F1, ••• , F, haver· c components from !fl', denote by G' the 
intersection graph of these components. Clearly, G' is c-partite graph, i.e., its vertex set V' 
is the union of c pairwise disjoint r-element independent sets: 
V' = ~ u ... u f';. (I v; I = r, v; n Jij = 0 for 1 :::::; i < j :::::; c). 
If k > c, then r < k. Otherwise the condition n~ =I F; =I= 0 implies that for some j, 
1 :::::; j :::::; c, the j-th components of some Fx and FY (I :::::; x < y :::::; k :::::; r) have no common 
point which contradicts the fact that xy is an edge of G. 
If k :::::; c, then k ~ d + 1 (recall that k ~ min {c, d} + 1). Now we show that r cannot 
be arbitrary large. 
Any k sets among F1, ••• , F, do assign a c-partite subgraph of G' with c · k vertices 
representing the components, and by our conditions, every such graph contains a clique of 
order k meeting all independent sets V1, ••• , ~in at most one vertex. Define a hypergraph 
on vertex set V' by these k-cliques as hyperedges. 
Obviously, there are at least(;;) hyperedges and any hyperedge meets one from the (k) 
k-tuples chosen among ~, ... , J-k, which define an equipartite hypergraph H with k · r 
vertices and at least (k)/(k) > s · rk hyperedges. If r is large, then by the Density theorem, 
H contains a k-dimensional octahedron hypergraph and hence, G' has an induced subgraph 
isomorphic to Qk. 
Since Qd+I is contained in Qk as induced subgraph (k ~ d + 1) and Qd+I has no 
equivalent vertices, the intersection graph G(!fl') also contains Qd+I. This contradicts the 
fact that !fl' c !fl is Qd+ 1 -free. 
Then rand therefore a( G) is bounded by a function of c, d and k. 
The structure 81 of d-dimensional boxes mentioned in Example 2.1 is a Qd+ '-free 
Helly-structure, therefore Theorem 2.2 implies immediately the next Gallai-type result for 
multiple boxes. 
THEOREM 2.3. For every c, d and k ~ min { c, d} + 1 there is a constant t such that, if 
ff is any finite family of c-boxes of~d and every k members have a common point, then there 
are t points meeting every member of ff. 
One can show easily that the lower bound min { c, d} + 1 :::::; k in Theorem 2.3 is tight. 
Define the Gallai-index of the structure of multiple boxes of ~d, for every fixed c and d, as 
the smallest integer k ~ 2 for which the statement of Theorem 2.3 holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The Gallai-index of the c-boxes of ~d is min { c, d} + 1. 
PRooF. Let n = min { c, d} ~ 2 and define for every t = 1, 2, . . . a family ~ of 
degenerate 'c-boxes' of IR" as follows. Let 
Hip = {(x1 , ••• , x") E IR": xi = p} (1 :::::; i :::::; nand pis integer) 
and 
~ { iv, Hip: I :::::; p :::::; t • n} for t = I, 2, . . . . 
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Then any n members of~ have a non-empty intersection and the minimum cardinality of a 
point set meeting every member of~ is t, since, every point of IR" is covered by at most n 
distinct members. The members of any~ (t = I, 2, ... ) can be easily transformed into IRd 
as real d-dimensional c-boxes; this shows that there is no bound on t for k < min { c, d} + I, 
meanwhile, tis bounded as shown by Theorem 2.3 fork ~ min {c, d} + I. 
The Gallai-index of multiple interval structures is two, moreover, it was proved in [5] 
(and extended later for related multiple structures in [6]) that for every fixed c and p there 
is a constant t with the next property: if :F is a family of c-intervals of the real line and 
among every p members there are two which intersect each other, then t points meet every 
member of :F. By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 2.2, one can prove an analogous 
statement for multiple boxes and related multiple structures. In fact, one has to apply in the 
proof the trivial lower bound G)/(D on the hypergraph Turan-number which is the 
minimum number of k-element edges in a hypergraph of order n such that every p-element 
set of vertices contains at least one of these edges (see e.g. in [3, p. 70]). We formulate here 
only the result concerning multiple boxes. 
THEOREM 2.5. For every fixed c, d, k ~ min { c, d} + 1 and p ~ k, there is a constant 
t such that, if :F is a finite family of c-boxes ofiRd and among any p members there are k with 
non-empty intersection then t points meet every member of :F. 
3. ON THE GALLAI-NUMBER OF FOREST STRUCTURES 
A natural generalization of interval structures consists in replacing intervals of the real 
line by subtrees of an underlying tree. Several properties of interval structures remain true 
for tree structures, however, a basic feature of IR 1 disappears, there is no more linear 
ordering on the points of the underlying space. 
The main tool used here to express (partial) ordering among the subtrees of a finite tree 
is the notion of spray defined as follows. 
Let A be a subtree ofT and x be a vertex of A. Define S(A; x) as the maximal subtree 
ofT containing A and containing no edges incident to x which is not in A. This subtree 














A useful property of sprays is expressed in the next technical lemma. 
SPRAY LEMMA. Let :F be a family of subtrees of a tree and S(£0 ; x0 ) be minimal by 
inclusion among the sprays {S(F; x): FE ff, x E F}. Then F n S(F0 ; x0 ) ;/: 0 implies 
x0 E F for all F E :F. 
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PRooF. Let x E F be the nearest vertex to x0 from F and denote S0 = S(F0 ; x0 ). Since 
F 11 S0 #- 0, we have x E S0. In case of x0 rf. F, S0 would properly contain the spray 
S(F; x). This contradicts the minimality of S0 and thus x = x0 E F follows. 
To show a typical application ofthe lemma, first we prove the one-dimensional analogon 
of a well-known statement concerning convex sets of !Rd. 
PROPOSITION 3.I. Let d and fJI be two subtree families of the same underlying tree such 
that A ll B #- 0 holds for every A Ed and BE ffl. Then one of the sets nAed A and nBE£f B 
is non-empty. 
PRooF. Let S(F0 ; x0 ) be minimal by inclusion among the sprays {S(F; x): FEd u ffl, 
X E F}. If FoE d (or FoE ffl) then by the Spray lemma Xo E nBE£f B (or Xo E nAEd A). 
Observe that the Helly-property of families of subtrees of a tree follows by the previous 
proposition with d = ffl. As it is known from convexity, Helly's theorem is strongly 
related to a theorem of J. Radon saying that d + 2 points of !Rd can be partitioned into 
two sets whose convex hull have non-empty intersection (see e.g. [2, p. I07]). The one-
dimensional Radon-theorem does not hold for a tree in general, one can formulate, 
however, two analogous properties: a 'weaker' one-dimensional and a 'stronger' two-
dimensional version of Radon's theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If T is a tree then 
(i) the three paths connecting two among any three points ofT have a non-empty intersection; 
(ii) among any four points ofT there are two whose connecting path meets the path between 
the two others. 
PRooF. (i) follows immediately by the Helly-property of the three paths. To verify (ii), 
partition the six connecting paths into families d and fJI so that d contains only two of 
them with distinct endpoints. The statement follows by Proposition 3.1. 
It is worth noting that the weak Radon-property formulated in (i) is equivalent to the 
Helly-property, furthermore, this equivalence remains true in a more general setting (c.f. [8] 
and [9]), as it was first observed by P. C. Gilmore (see e.g. [I, p. 398]). 
Proposition 3.2 (ii) implies easily: if ffF is a family of subtrees of a tree then the 
intersection graph G(ffF) contains no induced cycle CP withp ~ 4, especially, Q2 ¢ G(ffF). 
Since subtree families of a tree are Q2-free Helly-structures, it follows from Theorem 2.2 
that the structures of c-component subforests of a tree have Gallai-index two, for every 
integer c. 
By contrast to the structure of c-boxes, where we know only the existence of a constant 
tin Gallai-type statements, for c-component forests we are able to prove exact values oft. 
First we answer a conjecture proposed in [5] (see also [I, p. 426]). 
THEOREM 3.3. If a family of c-component sub forests of a tree is such that any c + I of 
them have a common point, then there are c points meeting every member of the family. 
PRooF. Let ffF be a family satisfying the conditions. Since FE§ and any further c 
forests have a common point, at least one of the c components of F should meet every 
member of§. This subtree component will be called a main-component of F. (Otherwise, 
if A,, ... , Ac are the components ofF and F; E §, for i = I, ... , c, are such that 
F; 11 A; = 0, then F 11 F1 11 ... 11 Fe = 0 follows, which is a contradiction). 
We create a sequence x 1 , x2 , ••• containing at most c points of the underlying tree 
as follows. Define the families § 1 = F, !#'; = {FE§: F n {x1, ... , X;_I} = 0}, 
i = 2, 3, ... , and if !#'; is non-empty then the next point X; is chosen so that the spray 
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S(A;; x;) is minimal by inclusion among all sprays having the form S(A; x), where A is a 
main component of some FE IF; and x EA. 
If ffc+l = 0 then clearly, the set {x1, ... , xc} meets every FE ff. Suppose on the 
contrary that FE ffc+l• i.e. F n {x1, ... , xc} = 0 and denote by A a main component 
of F. 
Now by the Spray lemma, S(A;; x;) n A = 0 holds for any I ::::; i ::::; c, thus the union 
of the c - I components ofF different from A should meet the c distinct main components 
A1, ••• , Ac. We obtain a contradiction by showing that any component ofF meets at 
most one among A 1 , ••• , Ac. Suppose that B is a component of F meeting A; and Aj 
(I ::::; i < j ::::; c). Then S(A;; x;) n Aj = 0 and thus S(A;; x;) n S(Aj; xj) = 0 or 
S(A;; x;) c S(Aj; xj) (see Figure 3). In both cases X; E B c F, contradicting the assump-





We show that weaker conditions in Theorem 3.3 cannot imply the existence of a set of 
c points meeting every forest of the family, moreover, there are no conditions which could 
imply the existence of c - I points with this property. Both of these statements follow by 
the next general purpose construction. 
Let T = { 1, 2, ... , n} be a long path (consecutive numbers denote consecutive points 
of the path) and let c and t be positive integers. For every choice of a t-element setS c T, 
let us consider the subforest defined by the union of the c largest path-components of 
T - S. Then the family ff(n, t, c) of these C) subforests is such that every forest has at 
most c components and there are no t points meeting every member of the family. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For every positive integer c, k ~ 2 and t = r ckf(k - 1)1 - 2, ifn is 
large enough, then every k members of ff(n, t, c) have a non-empty intersection. 
PRooF. To show that the intersection of any F 1, F2 , ••• , Fk E ff(n, t, c) is non-empty, 
we verify that T cannot be covered by the set U7~ 1 (T- F;). Since F; is the union of the 
c largest components ofT- S;, where IS; I = t, 
Hence, 
n- t 
IF; I ~ --1 · c holds for every 1 ::::; i ::::; k. t + 
I il}J (T - F;) I ::::; itl IT - F; I ::::; k ( n - c ·;; :) . 
This bound is less than n, i.e. the order of T, if 
ck - (k - I) 
t < ck . 
k- I+-
n 
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As n tends to infinity, this is the case by the choice oft. 
CoROLLARY 3.5. There is a family :IF of c-component subforests of a path such that every 
k members of :IF have nonempty intersection (k ~ 2) and the cardinality of any point set 
meeting every member of§ is at least r ckf(k - 1)1 - 1. 
With special parameters Corollary 3.5 shows that the Gallai-type result on c-component 
forests in Theorem 3.3 is the best possible. 
This claim will be formulated by using the notion of the Gallai-number introduced in its 
full generality in [2]. Denote by g(T; k, c) the minimum number t such that if :IF is a family 
of c-component subforests of a given tree T and any k members have a non-empty 
intersection, then there is a set of t points meeting every forest of§. Then g(k, c) = 
max {g(T; k, c): Tis a tree} is called the k-th Gal/ai-number of the c-component forests and 
we define by g0 (k, c) = max {g(T; k, c): Tis a path} the k-th Gallai-number of c-intervals. 
Clearly, g0(k, c) ~ g(k, c) ~ g(2, c) holds for every c and k ~ 2. Since forest structures 
have Gallai-index two, these numbers are finite. 
By using the notion of Gallai-numbers, we can make more explicit our conjecture 
mentioned in the introduction. 
PROBLEM 3.6. Is it true that for every c and k ~ 2, the k-th Gal/ai-number of c-intervals, 
g0(k, c), and the k-th Gal/ai-number of c-component forests, g(k, c), are equal? 
Corollary 3.5 states the lower bound r ckf(k - 1)1 - 1 ~ g0 (k, c), thus for every c and 
k ~ 2 we obtain c ~ g0 (k, c), furthermore, c + 1 ~ g0 (k, c) holds for k = c. These 
observations show that Theorem 3.3 for c-component subforests is the best possible 
and Problem 3.6 has an affirmative answer at least in the special case of k = c + 1: 
c ~ g0(c + 1, c) ~ g(c + 1, c) ~ c. 
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